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QUANTUM STATISTICAL MECHANICS OF UNBOUNDED
CONTINUOUS SPIN SYSTEMS

YONG MOON P ARK*

1. Introduction

43

In this paper we develop the quantum statistical mechanics of unbo
unded d-component continuous spin systems on the lattice space z~ in
teracting via potentials which are superstable and low regular. The mo
dels we consider can be viewed as models for quantum anharmonic
crystals and are closely connected to lattice field theory with continuous
times. Thus the models are of interest in their own right and as well
as in connection with the Hamiltonian formalism of quantum field theory
in lattice spaces.

In the case of unbounded classical spin systems with superstable in
teractions there has been extensive studies on the infinite volume limit
of the pressure and the infinite volume Gibbs states and fairly satisfac
tory results such as probability estimates [14, 12J, existence of the
infinite volume free energy density [lJ and equilibrium equations (DLR
equations) for the infinite volume limit states [7,3J have been obtained.
In a region of high temperatures analyticity and clustering properties
has been established [8J. The Gibbs states for quantum anharmonic
oscillators with gentle (bounded) perturbations have been studied in
details by Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn Cl]. We mention that the Ru
elle's results on superstable interactions in classical statistical mechanics
have been partially extended to quantum statistical mechanics [10J. The
main purpose in this paper is to extend the results on .the .unbounded
classical spin systems to the quantum cases. The main methods we use
are Ruelle's probability estimates [14, 13J and the Wiener integral for
malism in statistical mechanics. In the region of high temperatures we
use the cluster expansion method developed in [9J.

Our main results can be summarized as follows : We first establish
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basic apriori estimates similar to those of Ruelle's probability estimates.
Using the estimate we show that the thermodynamic limit of the press
ure exists in the sense of van Hove. We next construct infinite volume
(physical) Hilbert spaces with a time translation invariant vector and
strongly continuous unitary representations of time evolutions. We act
ually give two construction procedures. In either case it turns out that
infinite volume states are modular and satisfy (weak) KMS condition.
Finally, in the region of high temperatures there exists a unique Hil
bert space with a vector invariant under time and lattice translations.
For the details, see Section 2.

We list the contents of this paper. In Section 2 we introduce necess
ary notations and definitions for the models. We then list assumptions
on the interactions (Assumption 2.1-Assumption 2.3). In Section 3.1
we review briefly the Wiener integral formalism in statistical mechanics.
Assuming the apriori estimates (Proposition 2. 1) we prove the existence
of the infinite limit of the pressure (Theorem 2. 2), and main results
on infinite volume theory (Theorem 2. 3-Theorem 2. 4) in Section 3. 2
and Section 3.3, respectively.

In Section 4 we prove the basic estimates (proposition 2. 1). The
main tools we use are the method similar to that of Ruelle [14J and
the Wiener Integral Formalism. Section 5 is devoted to study of the
thermodynamic limit theory of the systems in the regidn of high tem
peratures. We use the cluster expansion method [9J to show the infi
nite volume limits of finite volume generating functionals exist and sa
tisfy the cluster property; From these facts we prove Theorem 2. 5.

Admittedly we left several important questions unanswered. Thus we
discuss some topics related to infinite volume Hilbert spaces, phase tran
sition and continuous symmetry breaking in Section 6.

2. Notations, assumptions and main results

We consider unbounded quantum spin systems on the lattice space Zv.
At each lattice site iEZv we associated an identical copy of the Hilbert
space L2(Rd, dx), where dx is the Lebesgue measure on Rd. For x=
( 1 d)ERd ._(0 ") Zv .x, ... ,x , t- tb ••• ,tv E we wnte

(2.1)
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For a bounded region ACZd we write

X ,1= {Xi: iEA}, dX,1= ndXi'
iEA

(2.2)

The Hilbert space for unbounded quantum spin systems in a finite reg
ion AcZv is given by

!Je,1=0 V(Rd, dXi)
iEA

=V ((Rd) A, dx,j)'

We introduce a Hamiltonian operator on !Je.1 by

H ,1 = _1_ 2:; Lli+ U(X.1)
2 iEA

(2.3)

(2.4)

where Lti is the Laplacian for the variables Xi E Rd and U (x A) is the
interaction which is a real valued function on (Rd) ,1. We assume that
U satisfies the following conditions [7, 14J :

ASSUMPTIO~ 2. 1. The interaction U is a real function on (Rd).l for
all finite AcZv satisfying the following conditions:

(a) U (x A) is a Bore! function on (Rd),j
(b) U is invariant under translations of zv
(c) Superstability. There are A> 0 and c E R such that for every

x,1E (Rd) A

U(X,1) 2: 2:; [ AXi2 - cJ.
ieA

(d) Regularity. There exists a decreasing positive function 1; on na
tural integers such that

L; f(liJ)<oo.
ieZll

Furthermore, if Ab A2 are disjoint finite subsets of ZV and if one
write

(2.5)

then

I W(x,jl' X,12) 1:::;;2:; 2:;f([i-jl)~21(xi2+x/).
tEAl JEA:

(e) There IS a bounded Bore! set 2:; in Rd and A>O such that

TrL2(Z,1) (exp( - H,j)) >A 1
A I
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where IA I=card (A) and the Laplacians in HA are replaced by the
Laplacians with Dirichlet boundary conditions on oX.

For a bounded domain AeZV the local C*-algebra is defined by

fJA=.!2(!leA) (2.6)

where .I2(!leA) is the algebra of all bounded operators on !le. If Al nA2

=ifJ, then !leAIUA2=!leA10!leA2 and fJAl is isomorphic to the C*-algebra
of fJA101A2• where 1A2 denotes the identity operator on !leA2. In this
way we identify fJA as a subalgebra of fJA' if AeA'.
Let

fJ= U fJ A
AcZv
A; finite

(2.7)

he the algebra of the quasi-local observables. Notice that -iJ has an id
entity. The finite volume partition function and the finite volume Gibbs
state WA,P with inverse temperature 13>0 are defined by

ZA,P= TraA (e- f3fltA) (2.8)
WA,P (A) =Z-IA,p T raA(Ae-llaA), A EfJA.

By Assumption 2.1 (c) the operator exp(-f3HA) belongs to the trace
class and so the above definitions make sense.

We now describe main results in this section. For a given bounded
subset BeA, we write

A(B)=L: Ai
ieB

x 2 (B) = L: Ix;! 2.
ieB

We have the following apriori estimates:

(2.9)

PROPOSITION 2.1. For given B and A (BeA) there is a constant
c>O independent of B and A such that for sufficiently small e<O (de
pended on A in Assumption 2. 1 (c»

Tr(exp[f3ex2 (B)Jexp[ -f3(EA+ ~ A (B» J)
Tr(exp[ -f3H.

A
J) <exp(c/BI)

where IBI =card (B) and Tr(A) = TraA{A).
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The proof of the above proposition is postponed to Section 4. We de

fine the pressure by

(2.10)

The following result which we will show in Section 3.2 is a conseque
nce of proposition 2. l.

THEOREM 2.2. Let A_Zv in the sense of van have. Then

P (.8) = lim P AC(3)
A-Z~

exists.

We next consider infinite volume equilibrium states for the systems.
In the following we drop f3 in the notations if there are no confusions
involved. We define the finite volume Green functions by

where a A be the time evolution automorphism on IJ A,

atA(B) =eitHABe-itHA, BEIJA

(2.11)

(2.12)

and WA is the Gibbs state defined in (2.7). Although WA is defined as
a state IJA' it has an extension to a state on IJ by Hahn-Banach theo
rem. By a slight abuse of language we refer such an extension is WA

(respectively GA). The bounds

\GA(A,B;t) I ~IIAIIIIBII
imply that there always exists a subnet Aa such that

G(A, B;t) =lim GA(A, B;t)
Aa'_Z'"

(2. 13)

(2.14)

exists for all A, BEIJ, tER[2]. This is a consequence of Tychonoff's
theorem. Clearly the values

w(A) =G(A, 1 ;0) (2.15)

determine a state W over the quasi-local algebra IJ. Ideally one would
like to have an automorphism a on fJ (or 1I:(1J)") such that

G(A, B;t) =w(Aat(B)).

However, we have a weaker result with fin 'additional assumption on
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ASSUMPTION 2. 2. Polynomially boundedness of interactions. There are
=. a constant D>O and a natural number n such that the one body pote

ntials satisfy the following bound:

U(Xi) ::::;;D(!xzl 2n+l)

for any iEZV.

THEOREM 2.3. Let the interaction satisfy Assumption 2.1 and Assu
mption 2. 2. Let (a"" 7l:"" Q",) be the cyclic representation corresponding
to the state Q) defined (2. 15). Then there exist a Hilbert space a con
taining aw, and a strongly continuous unitary representation U oj R on
a such that

(a) a=V U(t)a",
tER

(b) G(A, B;t) = (7l:",(A) *Q"" U(t)7l:",(B)Q",)
(c) [KMS condition] For any A, BEfJ and all f with fEW

roodt jet) G(A, B;t) = roodt j(t+i(3) G(B, A; -t).

The properties (a) and (b) determine (a, U) uniquely. up to unitary
equivalence.

(d) Q) is a modular state, i. e., Q", is separating for 7l:",(fJ)".
Let L1 be the corresponding modular operator associated with the pair
(7l:", (fJ)", Q",). Then

(e) It U(i(3) 112g1II= 11L1112g1/1

for all g1EDCiJl/2) •

.REMARK. Assumption 2. 2 is neede~ because of technical reasons in the
proof of the above theorem (see the proof of Lemma 3. 3. 1 in Section
3. 3). Refining the method in Section 3. 3 one may be able to prove the
above theorem under weak assumptions.

The above construction of the quadruple (a, 7l:", (fJ) ", U(t) , Q",) for
an infinite volume limit theory is very reasqnable in the framework of
the C*-algebraic approach. In the following we give another construc
tion of an infinite volume limit theory, which has a flavour of const
ructive quantum field theory [6,16]. In section 3.1 we will introduce
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Wiener measures PAP (XA, xA;dWA) on Ql, where Qp=C([O, .8J, Rd).
For AcZv we define interacting measures on Q/ by

dPA,f;l=ZA,P-le-r1(wA)PAP (XA, xA;dwA)dxA (2.16)

where U(WA) = S: U(WA('l"»d'l" and WAEQl. See Section 3.1 for the

details. For fEC([O, .8JXB, Cd), BcA, and for wpEQl we write

tP(j)=~BS:Wi('l")f('l",i)d'l" (2.17)

and

JA,p(f) = Sei<P(j)dPA,P' (2.18)

The random variables tPCf) and the characteristic functionals JA,p(f)
will play the roles of time-zero fields and generating functionals in qu
antum field theory. It is easy to check that

(a) JA.P(O) =1
(b) !-tJA,p( f) continuous
(c) JA,p is positive definite
(d) J A.p (f) satisfies reflection positivity on the torus

Tp= [0,.8].

In Lemma 3. 3 we will show that

(e) there exists a constant c independent of A such that

IJA.p(f) I :s:exp(clllfII1 2
) (2.19)

where III fIll = 2: (JP I!(r, i) 12dr) 1/2. Thus there exists a subnet such
iEB 0

that

(2.20)

exists. The infinite volume generating functionals satisfy (a) - (c) in
the above (Cb) follows from (e». We write

(2.21)

The functions Sp (f1> ••• , In) correspond to the Schwinger functions in
field theory [6,16J and are bounded by v'n!n-llfiI122 as a consequence of
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(2.19). Hence we can use the same reconstruction process that is used
in constructive field theory to have the following result:

THEOREM 2. 4. Assume the interaction satisfy Assumption 2. l.
(a) There exists a probability measure dpp on Ql" such that

Jp (f) = Jeiq> (f)dpp

for any f E C([O,.8JXB, Cd).

(b) There exists an infinite volume (physical) Hitbert space ap, a
C*-algebra ra, a cyclic vector (jp and a strongly continuous unitary
group O(t) leaving (jp invariant. Moreover, let

wp(Aat(B» = ({jp, AO(t)B{jp) , A, BEra.

Then wp is a lnodular state on ra satisfying the KMS condition.

REMARK. The C*-algebra ra is generated by O(t) exp[i~(f)] O(t) *.
fEC([O,fi]XB, Rd), :finite BCZv, tER.

We next consider the systems in the region of high temperatures. For
t~hnical.reasons we assume the foll<?wing:

ASSUMPTION 2. 3. Let the interaction U be consisted of one and two
body potentials:

U(XA) = 1:: U(Xi) +1:: W(x;, Xj).
iEA ~jEA

Let the potentials satisfy the following bounds:

(a) There are constants D>O and a>2 such that

D(lxla-I) S; U(x) S;D(lxl a+1), xERd.

(b) There is a decreasing function cjJ on the natural numbers such
that

and

REMARK. (a) The interaction satisfying the above assumptions is su-
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perstable and regular in the sense of Assumption 2.1. The above assu
mptions are essentially the same as those in [8].

(b) If the two body potential satisfies the bounds

I W(Xj,Xj) I :S":1'(li-jl) ~ (Ixjlr+ Ixjlr),

then the constant a in the above assumption (a) can be assumed to be
a>r. See the proof of Lemma 5.2.3.

THEOREM 2.5. Let the interaction satisfy Assumption 2.3. There
exists 130>0 such that for all 0<13<130 the followings hold:

(a) The infinite volume li11tit

exists for all f as A tends to Z". J(f)'s satisfy the cluster property
under lattice translations.

(b) There exists a unique (up to unitary equivalent) quadruple (ap,

11, {jp, 0) satisfying the properties in Theorem 2.4(b). Moreover {jp is
invariant under lattice translations and it is only vector in ap which
has this property.

We will show the above theorem by using the cluster expansion method
developed in [9J and the Wiener integral formalism.

3. Thermodynamic limit of the pressure and equilibrium states

In this section we prove Theorem 2.2-Theorem 2.4 using the apriori
estimates (proposition 2. 1). In order to show those we will use the
Wiener integral formalism together with the methods similar to those in
[7,2,6]. In Section 3.1 we introduce the Wiener integral formalism
and then we will prove Theorem 2. 2-Theorem 2. 4 in the rest of this
section.

3. 1. The Wiener integral formalism

We briefly review the Wiener integral formalism in statistical mech
anics. For the details we refer to [2,6, 15J. The path space of the
Wiener measure can be choosen to be

Q=C ([0, 13J, Rd) (3.1.1)
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where C([O,fiJ, Rd) is the family of continuous functions from [0, PJ
to Rd. The Wiener measure Pl(x, y;dw) with diffusion coefficient (1)

0, conditioned on those paths wED with w(O) =x, w(T:=P) =y, is (1

additive, :finite measure on D. It is the path space measure of the pro-

cess with transition function given by the kernel of exp [~ (1tLt] de

noted by

( ) _ 1 Ja;-yIZ
P,/ x, y - (21t'(1t)dIZ exp[ - 2(1t J

where Ix - y I is the Euclidean distance between y and y.'

Let H be a self-adjoint operator on V (Rd, dx) given by

H= - ~ (1Lt+ V

(3.1.2)

(3.1.3)

where V be a real function on Rd. If Lt and V have a common dense
domain, the Feynman-Kac formula gives us

e-f3H (x, y) = SPf3(x, y;dw)exp[ - S:V(w(r) )d'CJ (3.1. 4)

where e-f3H (x, y) is the kernel of e-f3H. We now apply the above form
alism to our models. We write

Pf3(x, y;dw) =Pf3q=l(X, y;dw)

and for BcA

PAf3(XA, YA;dwA) = ITPf3(x;, y;;dw;) (3.1.5)
ieA

PA,qCBl(XA, YA;dwA) . IT Pf3(x;, y;;dx;) .IT Pq/(Xj, Yj;dwj) •
•"'A'B IEB

By the Feynman-Kac formula, see e. g. [1,2J, we have

Tr(e- MeA) = SdxASPAf3(XA, XA; dWA) exp[ - S: UWA('C) )d'CJ (3.1.6)

and

Tr(exp[ - P(HA+ ~Lt(B» Jexp(pExZ(B»)) (3. 1. 7)

= SdXASPA,qCB)f3(XA,XA; dWA)exp(pEx2 (B) )exp [ - S:U(WA('C) )d'CJ

where (1;=1/2 for iEB. From now on we will use the following abb-
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reviated notations to avoid typographical complications:

fdJ1.l(x, w)-SdxSPl(x, x;dw) )(3.1.8

fdJ1.A'<TCB)P(XA' WA) SdXASPA.<TCB)P(XA, xA;dwA)

and

U(WA) S: U(WA(Z-) )dT

w2(B)==L: J',8w;2(-r)dT (3.1.9)
;eB 0

"Ht (WAt' WAz) S:W(WAl (T), WAz(T) )dT.

Furthermore, we will drop f3 and x in dJ1.P(x, w) if there is no confu
sion involved.

3. 2. Thermodynamic limit of the pressure

We will use Propsoition 2. 1 following the method similar to that
used in [7J to show Theorem 2. 2. Since the process of the proof is
quite similar to that in Section 2 of [7J, we will produce necessary
bounds and only give a sketch of the proof.

We first note that by Assumption 2.l(e)

ZA.p>ii I AI (3.2.1)

and so

ii=:;;'PA.p=:;;,ii'.

Here we have used Assumption 2.l(c) to get the second inequality.

LEMMA 3.2.1. There is a constant c independent of B and A such
that for BcA and sufficiently sl1tall e

ZA- 1SdJ1.(XA, wA)exp[ - U(WA) +ew2(B) J=:;;'eC I B I

with the notations in (3. 1. 8) and (3. 1. 9).

Proof. Notice that

SdJ1.(XA, wA)exp[ - U(WA) +ew2(B) J
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= Tr(exp[ -j3(HA-ex2(B»J)
::;; Tr (exp(,Bex2(B) )exp[ -,BHAJ).

Here we have used the Golden-Thompson inequality [11, 15J. The
lemma follows from the above inequality and Proposition 2. 1.

We introduce bad configurations of paths

BA(NZ, Ll) = {wAEQA : wZ(Ll) 2NzILll}

where wZ(Ll) has been defined in (3.1. 9) for LleA.

(3.2.3)

(3.2.4)

LEMMA 3. 2. 2. There are constant r>0 and a such that

ZA-1JBACN2,A)djt(xA, wA)e-U«(J)A) ::;;exp[ - (rNZ-a) ILlI J.

Proof. On BA(NZ,Ll) we have O::;;ewZ(Ll)-eNzILlI. Multiply the
factor exp[e(wz(Ll)-NzILlI)J to the expression in the lemma. Then
the lemma follows from Lemma 3. 2. 1.

Sketch of proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof will follow from Lemma
3. 2. 1 and Lemma 3. 2. 2, and from the method used in Section 2 of
[7J together with the following replacements:

SZ ·1 fW

Z

(~d)A QA

djt(s) J by 1djtf3(x, w)
,BU(SA) l U(WA).

In more explicit we note that for LlI nLl2=cj>

by Assumption 2. 1(c).

As in Section 2 of [7J we introduce the following notations: Let Vi
(LlhLlz), i=I,2, ... be the values taken by the function L: 1'(lk-jl)

je.!lz

when kELlr. ordered in decreasing order. Let

(3.2.5)

where
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00

and let gACLlh Ll2) = n giACLlh Ll2) (3.2.7)
gAC= complement of gA CLlh Ll2) ngA (Ll2' Lll)'

A direct consequence of the above notations is the following:

LEMMA 3.2.3. Let Lll n.J2=rjJ, Llh Ll2cA. We get

IW(W.dl,WA2) I SN2L; L; s!'(li-jl)
jE~l ie42

for wAEgACLlh Ll2) ngACLl2' Lll)'

LEMMA 3. 2. 4. Let Lll and Ll2 be as in Lel1f1na a. 2. 3. Then there is
N independent of A, Llh Ll2 such that

ZA- 1Scdf.l(xA' wA)e-U(WA) sl/4.
gA

Proof. By Lemma 3.2.2 and (3.2.5) the expression In the lemma
is bounded by

2L; ZA- 1Jc df.l(xA' wA)e-U(wA)
i g;(Al' .42)

s2L;exp[ - (rN2-o)jJ.
J

For sufficiently large N the above is bounded by 1/4.

Theorem 2. 2 now follows from Lemma 3. 2. 2-Lemma 3. 2. 4 and from
the method used in Section 2 of [7J. For the details we refer to [7J.

3. 3. Infinite volume equilibrium states and physical Hilbert
spaces

In this section we prove Theorem 2. 3 and Theorem 2. 4 using the
Green's functions method similar to that in Chapter 6.3.4 of [2J. We
first begin to prove Theorem 2.3. For BcA, let {fz,j: jEB, 1=1,2,
..•, d} be an orthonormal base of the finite dimensional Hilbert space
(Cd)B. We define

$(fz.j)=x/
$ (ifz.j) = -i%x/

(3.3.1)
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(3.3.2)

where x/ and -i%x/ be the position and momentum operators in the
i-coordinate direction at the lattice site jEB. Now if f has the decom
position

f=~ (s/+it/)fl,j,
JEB

we define the Weyl operator by

W( f) =exp(i<P(f»

<P(f) = L: t (s.lx.l-it.l%x.1). (3.3.3)
jEB l~l J J J J

The algebra f1B of local observables is generated by W(f)'s. Let

Q)B=the set of finite linear combinations of W(f)'s.

Then by the CCR (the canonical commutation relations) Q)B is dense in
f1B' and {Q)B: BcZ", B finite} forms an isotonic family in the sense
of [2J.

We prove Theorem 2. 3 in the following manner [2J: Let

G(A, B;t), A, BEf1, tER

be the infinite volume Green's functions by a convergent subset Aa as
in Section 2. We assume that G :f}X{JXR-,7Csatisfies the following
properties:

(1) A, B-G(A, B;t) is bilinear for all tER
(2) t-G(A, B;t) is continuous for pll A, BEf1
(3) q(A, CB;O) =G(AC, B;O) for all A, B, CEfJ
(4) G(L Jl ;0)=1

(5) i: G(~*, Aj;tj-ti):20 for any finite sequence
;,j=l

{Ai} i~ln in {J and {ti } i=ln in R
(6) [Weak KMS conditionJ For all A, BE{J, and for all JEQ)

fdtf(t)G(A, B;t) = fdtf(t+ifi) G(A, B; -t).

Then Theorem 2. 3. follows from Theorem 6. 3. 27 and Theorem 6. 3. 28
of [2J. Since the properties (1) and (3)-(5) easily follow from those
of GA(A, B;t), the following lemma together with proposition 6.3.29
of [2J shows that G(A, B;t) also satsfies (2) and (6).

LEMMA 3.3.1. Let AEQ)B, BcA. There exists a constant CA inde-
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pendent of A such that

wA([HA, A]*[HA, A]) SCA<oo.

Proof. Since AEQ)B is a finite linear combination, of W(f)'s, it
suffices to prove the lemma for A= W(f), fE (Cd)B. In the following
every identity is first defined as bilinear forms on a dense domain and
then as operators on an appropriate dense domain if one side makes
sense. We will not give justifications of domain problems explicitly and
leave those to the reader. Notice that

[HA, W(f)]=[ -1J(A), W(f)]+[U(XA), W(f)].

Since WC!) EfJB it follows that

[-1 J(A), W(f)]=[ - ~J(B), W(f)]

[U(XA), W(f)]=[U(XB) +W(XB, XA"B) , W(f)].

We will use the following formula: Let A, B be (unbounded) operators
and let B be self-adjoint. Define

rO[B] (A) =A, rl[B] (A) = [B, A]
rn+I[B] (A) = [B, rn[B] (A)].

It then follows that

(3.3.6)

[A, eiB ] = ±_l_eiBrm [ -iB] (A)
m=! m!

+ S:ds l J:lds2•••S:
n
dSn+1eiO-sn, llllr n+1[ -iB] (A)eisn+lB

provided the expressions make sense.
The above identity follows from

and from an induction.
We now turn to estimates for (3.3.5). We observe that

wA(L; xj2m) SCI(m, B)
jEll

and

(3.3.8)

(3.3.9)
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for some constant Cl and C2 independent of A. The bound (3. 3. 8) fo
llows directly from Proposition 2.1. To show (3.3.9) one notices that
Tr(exp[-j1(HA+zLl(B»J) is analytic for Izl<l!2. Then the bound
(3. 3. 9) follows from the Cauchy integral formula, Proposition 2. 1 and
the property of WA (defined by trace). By the abstract Holder inequal
ity [l1J (or the Schwarz inequality for the state WA) it is easy to ch
eck that

(3.3.10)

for unbounded operators A, B whenever the r. h. s. is finite.
Let W(f) and fJJ(f) bedefined as in (3.3.3). From the CCR it fo

llows that

d

[fJJ(f), -Ll(B)]=2i2: 2: s/%x/
jEB 1=1

d

[fJJ(f), [fJJ(f), - LI(B)J]= -22: 2: (S/)2
jEB 1=1

and r n[l1)(f)](LI(B»=O if n~3, and

(3.3.11)

(3.3.11)

(3.3.13)

d

rm[fJJ(f) J(2: \x·\2n) = (_i)m2: 2: (t.l)m(x· l )2n-m2n!/ (2n-tn)!
jEB J jEB 1=1 J J

(3.3.12)

For tn>2m, the r. h. s. of (3.3.12) becomes zero. We now use (3.3.
7), (3.3.11), (3.3.10) and (3.3.9) (in that order) to obtain

WA([ - ~LI(B), W(f)]*[- ~LI(B), W(f)J)

~c/(f, B)WA( - LI(B» +cz' (fmB)
~c(f,B).

Next we use (3.3.10), Assumption 2.2. (3.3.7), (3.3.12) and (3.
3. 8) (in that order) to get

(L)A([U(XB), W(f)J*[U(XB), W(f)J
~2WA(U(XB) 2) +2WA(W(f)* U(XB)2W(f»
~4wA((D2:x/n) 2) +4WA(W(f) *(D2: Xj2n)2W(f)

jEB jEB

+c/'(f, B)
~C2"(f, B) (2:WA(X}n» +cs"(f, B) (3.3.14)

jEB

~c"(f,B).
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We note that for any i E B

~ sb(li-j))WA(x/):S;;const (3.3.15)jeB,B

by Proposition 2.1 (or by (3.3.8)). We now use Assumption 2.l(d),
(3.3.15) and the method similar to that used to get (3.3.14) to obtain

WA([W(XB, XA,B), W(f) ]*[W(XB, XA,B) , W(f)]) :S;;c'" (f, B).

(3.3.16)

Now Lemma 3.3.1 follows from (3.3.4), (3.3.5), (3.3.13), (3.3.14)
and (3.3. 16).

We have completed the proof of Theorem 2.3. We next turn to show
Theorem 2.4. Let p(f) and JA,j3(J) be ddined as in (2.17) and (2.
18), respectively. We first prove the bounds given in (2.19).

LEMMA 3.3.2 Let f E C([O,,8]XB;Cd) for finite BcA. There exists
constant c independent of A and f such that

IJA,j3(f) I :S;;exp(clllfII1 2)

where Illf 111-j~B (s:IfCr) i) 1
2dr-)1l2.

Proof. Let dPA,j3 be the probability measures defined as In (2.16).

For iEB, let Ilwill~=s:Wi(r-)2dr-. From Lemma 3.2.1 it follows

that

Sllwill~'dPA,j3:S;;an! (3.3.17)

for some constant a. From the definition of p(j) In (2.17) we have

Ip(j) I :s;; i~ S: IWi (T)f(r-, i) Idr- (3.3.18)

:s;; ~ II wil12 Ilf (i) 112
ieB

where Ilf(i)112=S:lf(r-,i)12dr-. We write

p(f (i)) = S:W;Cr-)f(T, i)dT.

We then have
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If~(j)ndPA'fJI~,~· ..z~Jfljl~(f(ik) )dPA'fJ I.

We use Holder inequality, (3.3.18) and (3.3.17) to obtain

ItDiUk) dPAI :s:)1I1f (ik) 112 (fllQ)ikll~ndPA) 1/2n

::S:bn vn! fI IIf (ik) IIz.
k=l

Thus it follows that

If~(f)ndPA'fJ I ::S:bn -In! S~lIf (i) 112)n.

The lemma follows from the above bounds.

Proof of Theorem 2. 4. The generating functional JfJ (f) obviously
satisfies the properties (a) and (c)-(e) in the above Theorem 2.4 in
Section 2. The continuity (b) ofJfJ(f) in the norm III . III follows
from a consequence of Lemma 3. 3. 2. The first part of the theorem fo
llows from Minlo's theorem [15J. To show the part (b) we can use
the reconstruction process used in constructive quantum field theory (see
e. g. [6, 16J to constr~ct afJ , fJt, DfJ and 0 (t) in the theorem.. The KMS
condition follows from the definition of dPA'fJ and from the property of
finite volume Gibbs states. The modularity of m can be shown by the
method used in Example 5. 3. 13 of [2J. This completes the proof of
Theorem 2. 4.

4. Proof of apriori estimates

This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 2. 1. We first de
rive a result which we will use later.

PROPOSITION 4. 1. Let a>O and A>O. For s1/tall e>O (depending on
/3, fY and A)there exists a constant c such that

REMARK. Obviously the above bound is equivalent to

fdxefJEX2S:P(x, x;dm)e-Aw2 :S:d (4.1)
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where ar=J:w(7:)2d!".

The method we will use to show the proposition is quite similar to that
used in the proof of Proposition Ill. 2. 2 of [10J. The reader to whom
proposition 4.1 seems to be trivial may skip the proof in the following.

Before proving the proposition we need technical lemmas. Let AcRd
be a regular compact and let

(4.2)

where XA be the characteristic function of the set {w: wC!") EA, O:::;;!":::;;
fi} .

LEMMA 4.2. For all x, yEA, 0'>0

O:::;;wA(x,y;fi):::;; (21r;m~/2 exp [ - 2~fid(X'OA)2J

where d(x, A) is the distance from x to oA (the boundary of A).

Proof. See Theorem 6.3.8 of [2J and its proof.
For any xERd we write

Vex, w)==max dist(x. wC!")).
O,;<S;~

(4.3)

LEMMA 4. 3. Let B be a ball in Rd. Then there is a constant c inde
pendent of B such that

JBdxJP I1/l(x, x;dw)exp[ ~fi vex, w)2:::;;cIB I

where IB I is the V01Ul1U of B.

Proof. For a given xERd we decompose the space of paths to dis
joint subsets as the following:

Let

~

Q= U el
1=0

el={w:1:::;;V(x,w)<1+1},1=0,1,2, ....
(4.4)

e(:?;l) = {W; V(x,w) zl}. (4.5)

Then the expression in the lemma equals to sum of El (B), where
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(4.6)

Since vex, W)2::;; (1+ 1)2 on Cl and since ClcC(~l). it follows that

El (B) ::;;exp[~,8 (l+1)2JfBdxf€(~l)Pl(x,x;dw)

::;;exp[ 4;,8 (1+1)2J JBdx Jp"./l(X, x;dw) [1-XA1 (W)]

where AI={yERd; dist (x,y)::;;l}. From (4.2) and Lemma 4.2 we
conclude that

El (B) ::;; IBI exp[_1_(l+1)2--1-12J (4.7)
4ff,8 2f7,8

and so

00

L: El (B) ::;;clBI
1=0

for some constant c. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Proposition 4. 1. Let B I be the ball of radius 1 centered at
the originin. Rd. Then

Jdx ...=JB1dx .•• + %i JBHl'-B1dx .....

We note that

1 fP
x 2=73 Joex-w(r) +w(r)]2dr

::;; ~ S:ex-w(r)]2dr+ ~ S:w(r)2dr

::;;2V(x, w)2+fm2

and so

(4.8)

-w2::;;,8V(x, W)2 - ~ ,8x2. (4.9)

Let 1n=min {~,82 ' Al. We use Lemma 4.3 and (4. 9) to obtain

fBHl,B1dxf P l (x, x; dw) expC,8cx2 - Aw2]
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:::::fBI+l"Bldx exp[p(c;- ~m)x2J fPqfl(x,x;dw) exp[p1ltV(x,w)2J

(4.10)
1::::: Cl B 1/+1 exp[pec - 2-m) l2J

if c;< ~ m, and

fBl dx exp(pcx2) Jpl (x, x; dw)exp[ - Aw2J

:::::exp(pc;) fBl dx f Pqfl(x, x;dw)

::::: C'.

(4. ll)

If e< ~ ut, the sum of the r. h. s. of (4. 10) with respect to l conver

ges. Thus the proposition follows from (4. 1), (4. 10) and (4. ll).

Following the main idea of [14J (with some necessary modifications)
we now begin to show Proposition 2.1. Given a>O, we can choose an
integer Po>O and for j?po an integer lj such that

I~+1 - Cl +2a) I<a.

As in [l4J we introduce the notation

[jJ= {iEZv : lil :::::lj}
V j = (2lj + l)v.

PROPOSITION 4.4. [Ruelle [14, 13JJ Let C;I>O and c?'O be given, and
let cjJ be a decreasing function on integers such that

I: cjJ(lil)<=·
iEZ",

If a is sufficiently small, one can choose an increasing sequence «h)
such that ifl1?'1, ifli~= and fixed P?'PO so that the following is true:
Let n ( .) be a function from Zv to real? 0. Suppose there is q such
that q? P and q is the largest number for which

Then
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I: c+ I: I: 1'(li-jl) 21 (n(i)2+ n (j)2)
ie[q+l] ie[q+l] N[q+l]

":;:'e' I: n(i)2.
ie[q+l]

(4.13)

We :fix an integer p such that the above proposition holds. We de
compose the space of path configurations into disjoint subsets:

{)A=Qo U (U Qq)
q~p

where

Qo= {wE{)A : I: W£2<pqV q for all qzp} (4.12)
ieq[]

Qq= {WEQA : q is the largest integer such that I: wlzpqVq}.
ie[b]

With the notations in (3. 1. 8) and (3. 1. 9), let

ZA-1 Tr(exp[.Bex2 (B) Jexp[-.B(HA+ ~L1(B»J)

=ZA-1 fd,uA,<TCB) (XA, wA)exp[ - U(w) +.Bex2 (B) J

=p'+p"

where p' corresponds to tIIe contribution from the subset. Qo and p"
corresponds to the contributions from the other subsets Qq.

PROPOSITION 4.5. Assume B n[pJ =Fp and iEB n[pJ. There are po
sitive constants D h D2 and D s such that

p' ":;:'D1ZA-ITr(exp[.Bex2(B- {iD Jexp[ -.B(HA+ ~ L1(B- {iD) J)

(4.14)

and

p" ..:;:, I: exp (D2Vq+1 - D spq+1Vq+1) (4. 15)
q;;,q

·ZA-1Tr(exp(.8ex2(B\[q+ 1J» exp[ -.B(HA- ~ A(B\[q+1J»J).

Proof of Proposition 2. 1. By a translation we may assume that B
contains the origin of Z" and so B n[PJ =Fp. Now, Proposition 2.1
follows from an induction on card (B) and from the above proposition.

In the remainder of this section we prove Proposition 4.5.
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Proof of Proposition 4. 5. From (3. 1. 7) and from the definition of
p' in (4.13) we have

P'=Z.1-1 fQad,U(X.1-liJ, W.1-liJ) df.lq(xj, w;) (4.16)

• exp(f3exj2- U(wj))exp( - U(wA-{i}) - W(Wj. WA-liJ) -+-f3sx2

(B- {i} )).

Let 2' be a bounded Bore! set in Assumption 2.1 (c) and let

6={wEQ: w(-r) El',rE[O,f3J}.

Let w/ E 6. For i E B n [pJ we have that on Qo

- W(Wi, (UHi!) = - W(w/, WV-liJ)
- {W(Wi' WA-liJ) - W(w/, WA-liJ))

::;; - W (w/, (UA-\il) + ~ (21 <p (Ij I» (Wj 2 +w/2 ) +D

::;; - W(w/, (UA-liJ) +2D (4.17)

for some constant D. Here we have used the definition of Qo in (4.
12), Assumption 2. 1 (d) and the fact that w/ E G. We multiply the
factor

Af./f.l(x;', w/)exp( - U(x;') (::::: 1 by Assumption 2.l(e)

the T. h. s. of (4.16) and then we use (4.17) to conclude that

p'::;; [fdf.lq (Xi, w;) exp (f3exj2- U (Wj» Je2D

• Z.1-1fduA,qeB-li)) (XA, WA) exp[ - U (WA) -+- f3sx 2 (B - {i}) J.

The inequality (4.14) follows from the above inequality, Assumption
2.1 (c) and (4.1) (and (3. 1.7».

To prove (4. 15) we note that

p" = ~ Z.1-tfQidf.lqeB) (X.1' (U.1)exp[ - U(W[q+l] nA) + f3ex 2 (B n[q+ IJ) J
q"?P )1

. exp[ - U(W.1"-[q+1]) - W(W[q+lJ ,~A, W,l'.[q+l]) + jSex2 (B\ [q +1J) J.
(4.18)

Let W'[q+1Jn.1E6[q+1JnA. We note that on Qq

- w ((U [q+l] n.1, W.1"- [q+ 1])

= - W(w'[q+1]n.1, W.1,,-[q+l]) +A(w, w'; [q+lJ, A) (4. 19)
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where

A(w, w'; [q+ IJ, A) = - W(W[q+1JnA, WA,[q+1J) + W(w' ['l+1JnA, WA,[q+1J) J.

From Assumption 2.1 (c), Proposition 4.4 and the fact that W'[q+1JnA
EE;[q+1JnA it follows that,

IA(w, w'; [q+lJ, A) 1- U (W[q+1JnA) I

~ I: I: 1'(li-j l)[21 (w;+wD+ 21 (W/2+WD]
;E[q+lJnA jEA,[q+l]

- I: (Aw;-C) (4.21)
iE[q+l]nA

~ -I: (A-2e')w;
iE[q+l]'.A

~ - I: 2
1 (A -2e')w;-c'q)q+lVq+1'

;E[q+I]nA

To each term in (4.18) corresponding to q we multiply the factor

.:l I [q+1J nA ItCq+1JnAd,u(x' Cq+1JnA, w' [q+1JnA)exp[ - U(w' [q+1JnA) J

(21 by Assumption 2.1 (d) and (3.1. 5»

and then we use (4.19) and (4.20) to conclude that

p"~ I:.:l I [q+1J nA I e-<"q+lV q+1
q~P

. [Sd,uuCB,Cq+1]) (XA, wA)exp[ - U(WA) +,8ex2 (B\[q+ IJ) JJ

{Sd,uucBnCq+1J) (XCq+lJnA, W[q+1JnA)

. exp[ - ~ (A-2e')w2 Cq+1JnA+,8ex2 (Bn [q+lJ)J}.

The last bracket {...} in the above expression is bounded by exp (c I [q
+ IJ nA I) by (4. 1) and by the factorization property of the bracket.
Thus (4.15) follows from the above inequality and (3.1.7) This com
pletes the proof of Proposition 4.5.

5. The cluster expansion: Proof of Theorem 2. 5

In this section we prove Theorem 2.5 (a) using the cluster expansion
method developed in [9J together with the Wiener integral formalism.
Since Theorem 2.5(b) follows as a consequence of the part (a) of the
theorem and Theorem 2. 4, it suffices to show Theorem 2. 5 (a). The
cluster expansion for our models is reviewed in Section 5. 1. In Section
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5. 2 we prove Theorem 2. 5 (a) by showing the convergence of the clu
ster expansion. We will prove necessary bounds which guarantee the
convergence according to [9J and give a sketch of the proof. Through
out this section we denote f as a bounded Cd-valued function on [0,
,8JXB;fE C([O,,8JXB,Cd), and rjJ(f) and JA,~(f) defined as in (2.
17) and (2. 18), respectively.

5. 1. The cluster expansion

From the definitions in (2. 16) and (2. 18), the generating functional
can be written as

JA,~(f) =ZA,~-lSd,uA(xA,wA)eij$Cj)e-U("'A) (5.1.1)

rjJ (f) = "£ J~Wi (r:)f(r:, i) dr:.
ieB 0

We will develop the cluster expansion for JA,~(f).

We review briefly the cluster expansion for our models, which is
essentially the same as that in section 2 of [9J. For each ri, j} = X c A
we assign a real number s (X), 0:::;; s (X) :::;; 1. We write

T(A) = {XcA : card (X) =2} (5.1.2)
{sJTw= {seX) : XE T(A)}.

For given {s} TCA) we define

W(WA, {s} TeA) = "£ seX) W(Wi, Wj)
li,i/=XA

U(WA, {s} TW) = "£ U (Wi) +W(WA, {s} TW)
iEA

where we have used the notation in (3.1.9). We also write

ZA'~( {S}TW) = dJ.LA(XA, wA)exp( - U(WA, {S}TW»

JA'~ (f, {S} TW) = [ZA'~ ({SlrCA)) J-1Sd,uAeij$cj)exp [ - U (WA, {s} TW) J.
(5.1.4)

We define

Z/O) = TrL2CRd) (exp[ -,8(- ~L1+U(x»)J)

ZA - (Z CO) - I A IZ
A,~- fJ A,~·

From the above notations it follows that for {s} TeA) = {l} TeA) we recover
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(5.1.7)

original partition function and the generating functionals in (5. 1. 1),
and for {s}r(A) = {O}T(A) we have completely decoupled theory.

We may first study the following expression:

fA ({s} T(A) = fdflAexp (- UA, {s} Teo) ei~Cf). (5. 1. 6)

For a given {i, j} = X E T(A) we define

aXf( {s}r(A) f({s}r(A)-x, {lh) -f( {s} TCA)-X, {O} x)
eXf ((s}rw) f({s}rw-x, {Oh).

For given B, YeA we define

KP(B, Y,fBUy)=[Z/O)J-1BUYI

L: crj oXi fBUY ({O}rCBUY) J
{x•..··.X.jcT(A) i=1

UXi=Y
[B, Xl> ... , X m} connected.

Following the steps in section 2 of [9J we obtain:

THEOREM 5. 2. 1. The following identity Itolds:

JA,p(f, {S}TCA) ::-L: KP(B, Y,fBUY) ZA'-.BUY.P
YCA ZBnY*?i A,P

where fEC([O,,BJ X,B, Cd).

(5.1.8)

The above identity is called the cluster expansion. We do not produce
the proof of the above theorem and refer to section 2 of [9J.

We next consider the following expression:

gAP(y)-ZAW,p~flJTCA't) • (5.1.9)
ZA,P 1 TeA)

Let f be a function on the family of finite subsets of Z". Such func
tions form a Banach space of the form

~~={f: lIfll=sup';- 'Y' lf(Y)I<oo}
y

(5.1.10)

for a given ';>0. For a given ioEZ" we define an operator K on ~e by

(Kf) (ifJ) =0 (5. 1. 11)
(Kf)(Y) f(Y-{io})- L: KP({io},S;Z{i,lUS)f(YUS)

if'*ScZ', Y- {i,l
ioeS
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where K/3( {io}, Y;ZlioJUY) is defined as in (5.1. 8). For 9=l=AcZv we
introduce the operator XA on 'Je by

(XAf) (Y) =XACY)f(Y) for all fE'Je
where XAC Y) = 1 if Ye A and XA( Y) = 0 otherwise. Let 1 be the ele
ment in 'Je defined by 1 (9) =1 and 1 (Y) =0 otherwise. Following
the steps from (4.5) to (4.8) in [9J and using Theorem 5.1.1 one
may easily prove the following result:

The above relation is the integral equation of the Kirwood-Salsburg
type. See section 4 of [9J for the detailed derivation.

5. 2. Convergence of the cluster expansion

In this section we prove the convergence of the cluster expansion and
the cluster property of generating functionals. As we said before, we
do not produce the detailed proof. We will derive necessary bounds
which ensure the convergence of the expansion, and give a sketch of
the proof. We first state the main result in this section.

THEOREM 5.2.1. Assume the interaction satisfies Assumption 2.3. For
sufficently small 13>0, the cluster expansionin Theorem 5. 1. 1 converges
absolutely and uniformly in A. Furthermore, there exist constants c and
B(f3) such that for fEC([O,f3JXB,Cd)

jJA,/3(f, {l}TCAJ) I :S;;exp(clllflll)ecIB1 B(f3)

where B (/3) -1 as 13-0.

In order to show the above theorem we need the following results:

LEMMA 5.2.2. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 5.3.1, the fo
llowings hold:

(a) Ig}(Y) I :S;;exp (cf3 I YI)

for some constant c independent of A and 13.

(b) The limit g/3=lim g} exists.
A ......Zp

LEMMA 5. 2. 3. Let A'>O. Then there exist constants A" and c inde-
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pendent of /3 such that

(Z/O))-1Sd,ufl(x, w)w2 exp(-A'U(w)) sA"I/31 Ca-2)/aecfl.

We postpone the proofs of Lemma 5. 3. 2 and 5. 3. 3 to the end of this
section.

Sketch of Proof of Theorem 5. 2. 1. We assume that Lemma 5. 2. 2
and Lemma 5. 2. 3 hold. The basic tools we use are the fundamental
theorem of calculus and an induction argument used in section 3 of [9J.
We note that

(5.2.1)

(5.2.2)

where we have used the definitions in (5. 1. 7). From the definitions in
(5. 1. 3) and (5. 1. 6) and from (5. 2. 1) it follows that

m

I nOxifBUY( {O}TCBUY)) I
i=l

SSd,uBUY[1ds (X1) .. .J;ds(X,,) III W(wx) I
• ei~Cj)exp[ - U(WBUY' {s} {Xi}, to} BW) ]

where Y= UXi and W(wx) = W(wj>wz) if X i= {j, l}.

We now use Assumption 2.3 (b) to get that for a given 7>0

nIW(wx) I
Xi

sI), (/3rsb(d (Xi)) 1/2) IJ /3-r ~ 1'(Jj-lI) 1/2 (w/+wl)
Xi={i,lj (5.2.3)

s n(/3r1'(d(Xi)) 1/2 n(/3-rA'w/)
Xi jeY

where d(Xi ) = Jj-kl iFXi={j,k} and A'=L: 1'(ljj) 1/2.
jeZrJ

Assumption 2. 3 and (3. 3. 18) give the bound

- U(WBUY' {s} {Xjl> to} BW) +iif>(f) (5.2.4)
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::;; - ~ U(Wj) -A" ~ U(Wj) +c(111 fill + IBI)
ieB"'-.,Y iEY

for some constants A" and c. We use (5. 2. 3) and (5. 2. 4) to conclu
de that for 0<7< (a-2) la

(5.2.2) ::;; (Zp(O)) I BW I (;Dy.8- rA"Jd.u (Xj, Wj) wj2exp[ - A" U(Wj) J)
• (Il.8r<jJ(d(Xj))1I2)ecClllj-III+IB'). (5.2.5)

Xi

Combining (5. 1. 8), (5. 2. 5) and Lemma 5. 2. 3 we obtain the bound

IKP (B, Y,fBUY) I ::;; eC( I I I j I I I + I B I) ~ eCP I BUy I FP (B, Y; l/f)
YeA
YnB"'~

(5.2.6)

where
n

FP(B, Y;<jJ) = ~ Il (.8r<jJ(d(Xj)) 112).
IX,.···.X.)eTtA) ;=1
UX.=Y

{B, Xl> ... , X 1l } connected

The expression (5. 2. 6) and (5. 2. 7) correspond to the expressions (3.
7) and (3.6) of [9J respectively. We write

fr,(X) =.8r<jJ(d(X)) 112.

By Assumption 2. 3 we have that for fixed i and X = {i, j}

~ <jJ(d(X)) 112<00.
XcZ~

card (X) =2

(5.2.8)

What we have done until now in this section is the derivation of
the bound (5. 2. 6) which ensures the convergence of the cluster exp
ansion, provided (5. 2. 8) holds. In more explicit, we replace FP (Xo,
X;(/») in (3.7) of [9J by Ff3(B, Y;<jJ) in (5.2.7) and follow each step
used in the below of (3.7) of [9J. Then the bound in (5.2.8) guar
antees the convergence of the cluster expansion. For details we refer
to [9J.

Proof of Theorem 2.5 (a). Theorem 5.3.1 and Lemma 5.3.2 Cb)
implies the first part of the theorem. The proof of the cluster property
from the convergence of the cluster expansion is a standard method in
statistical mechanics. For an instance, see [17].
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(5.2.11)

Sketch of Proof of Lemma 5. 2. 2. We ,assume that Lemma 5. 2. 3
holds. Following the method used to obtain (5. 2. 6) one may obtain
the bound of the form

IKP( {io}, S, Zliol Uy) I ::::;;ec I S I FP( {io}, S;1'). (5.2.9)

Using the above bound and following the method used in the proof of
proposition 4.4 of [9J one obtains that for small {3<{30

IIXAKXAII<1 uniformly in A.
As in page 570 of [9J, the above implies Lemma 5.2.2. For the de
tails, see section 4 of [9J.

We now come to the proof of Lemma 5. 2. 3 which makes the com
pletion of the proof of Theorem 2. 5 (a).

Proof of Lemma 5. 2. 3. We first assert that there are constants Al
and Cl independent of (3 such that

Z/0)~Ale-clP{3-d[C1I2)+ClIa)]. (5.2.10)

Let A(j), jEZd, be the unit cubes in Rd centered at j, and let U(j)
=sup U(y). Then a direct calculation gives

YE~(j)

Z/O) ~Jd,u(x; m)e-uca»[L; XAC 0) ca»]
jeZ. J

~ [Sd,u(x; m)XACO) (m)] ~~.exp( -(3U(j»

~ [Al'{3-d/2] (Al' e-d/aeClP).

This proves (5.2.10). On the other hand, let H= - ~..::1+ A' U(x).

Then

fd,u(x,m)w2 exp[ -A'U(w)J

=(3 Tr(x2e-PH)
::::;;{3[Tr(lx Iae-pH) J2/a[ Tr(e-PH) Y-C2/a)

{3Dl ({3) 2/aDz((3) 1- C2/ a).

Using Golden-Thompson inequality [Theorem 9.2. of [15JJ and Ass
umption 2. 3 (a) it is easy to show that

(5.2.12)
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Since Ixl a sD(U(x)+I)sD'R by Assumption 2.3 (a) for some con
stant D'>O, it follows that

D1 (13) s IIlx la exp[ - ~ f3RII Tr(exp[ - ~ f3RJ)

s (Az'f3- 1ePc') (Az" ePc" f3-d<l/2+lIa»).

Combining (5. 2. 11) - (5. 2. 13) we have the bound

(5. 2. 11) S DePdf3-dC1I2+1/a). (5. 2. 14)

The lemma now follows from (5. 2. 10), (5. 2. 11) and (5. 2. 14). This
proves the lemma completely.

6. Discussions

We first discuss the construction approachs of infinite volume physi
cal Hilbert spaces, unitary representations of time evolutions and cyclic
vectors, which we have used in Section 2. In the first approach we
started from the quasi-local algebra IJ of local observables and finite
volume Gibbs sUes (J)A,P to construct (:Je, U, Q) [Theorem 2. 3J. In the
second approach we started from interacting measures dPA, P and follo
wed the standard method in constructive quantum field theory to cons
truct (a, 0, D) [Theorem 2. 4 and Theorem 2. 5J. We would like to
know that the precise relationship between (a, U, Q) and (a, 0, D) is.
In quantum field theory the two approachs seem to give the same the
ory because of locality of interactions. In our case the interactions U
(xA) are not local.

Finally, we give a few comments on phase transitions and continuous
symmetric breaking. Let us assume the interaction is of the form

U(XA)=I: U1 (lx;\2) + I: J(li-j!)Xi"Xi.
iEA itjEA

That is. the interaction is rotation invariant. If J ( Ii - j I) satisfies some
additional properties such as ferromagnetic type nearest interaction, then
for ));;::::3 it may be possible to show the existence of a continuous sy
mmetric breaking for sufficiently large 13 [4J. If ))s2, one may expect
the absence of continuous symmetric breaking [5J. However, we do
not try to check those here.
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